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The basic result of this paper, from which the conclusions of section
3 follow, is the proof that the series

> .... • (.)Tin" L-l P"
converges for every real a > |. Here, n runs through the positive
integers and p the primes, in natural order. The convergence of (1)
for cr^ ] + 0 is known, but not for 1 < o- < 1. The classical tools
for dealing with such convergence problems^ are inadequate.

The special device employed in this note resembles to a certain
extent the use of Lebesgue integration when the integrand oscillates
so much that the evaluation of a Riemann integral does not seem
feasible. Only, in place of Lebesgue outer measure, we use probability
measure. This is more convenient because of the powerful results
in probability theory now available.

The following method is adopted for the proof. Terms of the
series (1) are grouped together for n and p in irregular, non-overlapping,
consecutive intervals of length dy, with a uniquely defined, not neces
sarily integral, real number Xy in dy. The original series (1) is then
replaced by

(2)

where 7r(rfy) is the number of primes in dy. Diiierences between the
partial sums of (1) and (2) are clearly expressible as the sum of terms

Ct' - L?) - (' ("') 'W' - L '¥) ®
Therefore, they may be dissected into components due to the grouping;
to the substitution of Xy for n and p; and those from the partial sums
of (1) and (2) not terminating at the same term.
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If a set of covering intervals {dp} exists such-lhat (2) and the various
series and sequences (finite in number) arising from the above differ
ences all converge simultaneously, then clearly the series (1) converges.

In what follows, [d] indicates the number of integers in the interval
d. The prime number theorem is taken for granted in the form:
7T (0, x) ~ li (^) ~ x/Iog X. P denotes a probability, E the expecta
tion (mean) and V the variance (dispersion) in the sense of probability
theory. For stochastic X and scalar A, we always have E (AZ) = A£(Z)
and V(XX)= A^F (1"). By a variate is meant a stochastic variable,
i.e., one that has a probability distribution. The following result due
to A. Kolmogoroff^ is fundamental:

Lemma K.—The stochastic series I!u„ of independent variates {u„}
converges with P = 1 if there exists another set of independent variates
v„ such that the series (u„ v„), ZE(v„), and UY (v„) all converge-,
otherwise the convergence-probability of 27 u„ is zero.

The use of this theorem in the sequel does not mean that (1) con
verges with unit probability, for (I) is not a stochastic series. The
utility of lemma K lies in showing the existence of a suitable choice
of rf-intervals. That is, a stochastic mechanism of selection may be
set up for V= 1, 2, • • • so that (2) and the series and sequences of
its differences with (1) all converge, with a positive compound total
probability. Therefore, at least one infinite sequence of covering inter
vals {dy} must exist giving simultaneous convergence of all these, and
hence the series (1) converges. The existence theorem need not actually
construct a specific set {</,}, but the logic involved is completely rigorous,
having as its basis the fact that a set of positive measure cannot be
empty. The proof is not heuristic, as it would have been had the prime
numbers been treated as a stochastic sequence because of their irregu
larity.

In series (2) and some of the associated series and sequences, the
occurrence of x^ makes the terms dependent in probability. This is
circumvented by setting up comparison series where Ihe terms are
independent, and to which lemma K applies. Similarly, Tt{dy) enters
into some of the auxiliary series; there, the probabilities required may
be assessed by a change of measure in sample-space. Thereby, the
erratic behaviour of the primes in the natural sequence of positive
integers, which spoils other proofs, is turned into an asset.

The use of probability methods is easily motivated. If the primes
were regularly spaced, log p apart, (1) would converge for ct > 0. On
the other hand, suppose that tt («) = U(n) exactly, whenever n = A:",
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k an integer and a > 3. Further, let these 'pseudo-primes' cluster
together at the left-hand end of k°'<n <{k 1)", leaving the rest of
the interval void of primes. Then the corresponding series (1) clearly
diverges for some a > i. For the actual primes, the gaps would be
much too large even when a. = 2 (which does not give divergence);
for, it is known'' that for almost all x and h of order xi, TT (x + A)
— 77 (x) /7/log h. Thus, known facts about primes sufl&ce to exclude
regular arrangements that would make (!) diverge. ^ The question is
really settled by showing that the prime numbers in suitably defined
intervals behave like an unbiased random sample from a non-singular
probability distribution (or like a von Mises Kollektiv). That is, the
relative frequencies of intervals containing 0, 1, 2, ... primes each
tend to definite limits as the real line is progressively covered. This
is shown in lemma 1.2, which should be the most useful result of this
note.

The problem is to discover an underlying stochastic population
from which an irregular infinite sequence, specified by a procedure,
not by formula, might be drawn as an unbiased random sample. The
answer can be obtained only in the sense of unit probability. For the
sequence of primes considered directly, the question of bias would
still remain, i.e., whether they do not form part of the exceptional
set of zero probability measure. We consider instead an infinite set of
complete coverings defined by choice of the initial point, the situation
repeating itself when the initial point moves through a single covering
interval. Unit probability would mean 'for almost all initial points'.
This validates applications of the basic Poisson distribution, which is
even more important and useful than the Riemann Hypothesis.

1. This section deals with the mechanism of choice for d. Text

book® results in probability theory are taken for granted. The real
half-line 2 < x < 00, on which the integers and primes are marked off,
is transformed into 2 < ;^< 00 hy y = li{x) + c = ^ dxjlog x. Then,
to an interval (a, a A) on the j-line corresponds a unique interval
d on the x-line and conversely, with A = djlog x; where x is chosen
as that number (not necessarily an integer) lying in d. which makes
this relationship hold. The mean-value theorem for the integral of
a monotonic function shows the existence of such an x, which lies
properly within d. The intervals may be taken to include the left-
hand end point, but not the right. An arbitrarily large initial portion
of either line may be ignored in discussion of the convergence problem.

Each length A^, v = 1, 2, ••• is taken to have the identical dis
tribution, namely, the uniform distribution over (0, 2). Being open
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on the right, marking off consecutive intervals of the lengths A,,, without
gaps, furnishes a complete non-overlapping covering of the j-line.
That is, the length is a stochastic variable equivalent to the v-th inde
pendent selection from the uniform distribution; the position of the
interval of length Ay is uniquely determined by Ihe particular sample.
Hence the rf-intervals that correspond by the inverse li (x) transformation
give a stochastic covering of the x-line, one complete covering for each
such infinite random sample of the /I's. The number Xy C dy has been
specified above. For the lengths Ay, we have for every v and any
positive integer k:

1 1£(/!) = 1; V{A)={-, E{A-1 ) =
3' ^ ^ (2/c + n

.2tH

E(A-l ) = 0. (1.1)

The variate yy is defined as the sura of the first v independent,
consecutive, non-overlapping zl-intervals: +/Ig + + Ay-,
it has the range (0, 2v), mean v, and variance v/3. Its probability curve
is convex upwards, with a single maximum, According to the central
limit theorem, the probability distribution of is approximated effi
ciently by a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean v and standard
deviation Vv/3. It follows that the maximum height of Ihe yy prob
ability curve is rapidly asymptotic to I/V^ttv/S = a/Vv and the
distribution may be taken as approximately uniform over steps of
order less than Vv in width. The estimates of S. Bernstein '̂ may be
applied to (1.1) to give:

Lemma 1.1.—The probability is less than exp. (— t®) for each of
the inequalities to hold {separately) for all large v:

and yy <v - t • . (1.2)

Two useful corollaries follow. Taking t = \og v, F is less
than v-^'^ for each of the inequalities

Xy > 2vlog v ; Xy < ~, (1-3)

for all large x and v. Secondly, the ratio y^jv converges in probability
to unity.

Lemma .1.2.-77 (d) has a proper frequency distribution over almost
all complete coverings, the expectation being unity, and the variance
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finite. If. consecutive intervals be grouped together k at a time, then the
mean and the variance of primes covered are each multiplied by k.

Proof—The prime number theorem and lemma 1.1 show that
the limit as r^oo of {n(4) n (dk+i) + ••• + w is unity,
with unit probability, for every k. But this only gives the general
expectation for almost all complete coverings. The limiting distri
bution may be singular if the primes occurred in maximal clumps
separated by sufficiently many voids to restore the average. In the
limit, the frequency of intervals with no primes could then be unity,
all others zero—and yet no finite limiting variance need exist. Known
results on gaps between successive primes (Prachar," p. 154#.) make
this singular case very unlikely, but we need only appeal to the principle
of the sieve method. If all multiples of 2, 3, 5--- are successively
struck out, the smallest integer left at each stage is itself the prime to
be used in the next deletion; and every prime is reached in this way.
The survivors are thus asymptotic to «(1 — 1/2) (1 —1/3)- • -(1 — 1//?)
... .where the product must be suitably terminated. This says precisely
that the (suitably bounded) primes act, each with its own probability
Ijp, independently (or the probabilities for survival would not be
multiplied as above) of each other in the deletion. There is no linear
(or even algebraic) relationship between the primes; and any two or
more primes have the highest'common factor one while p^^r-^ kAogk.
The theorem of de la Vallee Poussin says that for any arithmetic pro
gression a/' + Z), r = 1, 2, ••• the primes are asymptotically equally
divided between the ^ (a) possible different categories, no matter what

is chosen.

Therefore, the number of primes 'striking' an integer and the
number of integers escaping the sieve ought each to have some sort
of asymptotic frequency distribution. Of these, the first is given by
Landau's theorem, that the relative frequency of integers < n having
k+ 1 prime factors is asymptotic to e-H^jkl for k= 0, 1, 2.---, with
t = loglog n. This is a Poisson distribution, and the value of the para
meter t would follow from the prime number theorem, if the distribu
tion were granted.

For the prime survivors, we first take an interval h of ji^-image n
(fixed), hence of x-lenglh approximately /i.lpgn. This is allowed to
cover, with a uniform probability, the total range whose image of
length N {n) contains the integer n. Then all deletions from h may
be considered as due to primes not exceeding \/n -\- N~ Of these,
the primes smaller than h will cause compulsory deletions, but those
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between /n.logn and V" +'^ will act as a matter of chance. The
survivors of the compulsory deletions are pa e-yhjlogh, (where y is
Euler's constant) which increases beyond any limit. The mean being
(i, Ihe probability of the survivors of the first deletion in the interval
containing a prime will be jx e" loghjh, which tends to zero. The
introduction of probability methods is needed because not enough is
known about the location of primes for direct calculation of their
frequency distribution. This does not distort the actual distribution,
particularly as regular arrangements have been disposed of in our
preamble; The fi-intervals still belong to a covering, hence do not
overlap. It suffices, therefore, to choose any interval at random after
giving the initial point of the first /^-interval in the range a uniform dis
tribution over one interval length. The number of primes neglected
cannot exceed the maximum covered by a /n-inteival of the iV-range;
which affects neither the distribution nor the convergence of (1).

Statements about the number of 'survivors' per interval have
to be understood in the sense of unit probability. The arrangement
of integers not divisible by 2. 2>. 5. • • •, is repeated modulo
= 2. 3. 5. • • •,p,. The theorem of Mertens gives the proportion of
numbers.prime to N, as ~ e-yjlog p^. Only the very small primes with
Ny < /j = /K log n can have a cyclic effect over an interval length. The
less regular effect of the remaining small primes </? is most economi
cally described as an independent survival probability r^\ogpJ\ogh,
because the initial point and length of the range are each of order
exp (c/?r). By classical probability theorems, the chance of an interval
having less than ahjXog h survivors (with suitable a > 0) tends to zero.
However, every one of the consecutive integers kN^+"2., kN^
.., kNr P,v\ — 1 has a factor in common with N,. Inasmuch as
is of order ni^, there could be (for small /x) intervals in a range devoid
of survivors. These, or intervals with less than any fixed number of
survivors, may be ignored in the limiting process as zero-probability
phenomena.

We have now to consider whether the chances of an integer being
a prime or composite are affected by the knowledge that some o1her
integer in the interval is actually a prim.e, or composite. Should r be
a prime > 3, then r + 1 and r —1 are necessarily composite. Such
obligatory dependence is removed by striking out the multiples of 2,
3, ••-p < fj.\ogn. Suppose that among the 'first survivors' one is
known to be composite. Then its prime factors cannot, by construc
tion, divide any other in the same /^-interval. The chance P' for pri-
mality among the rest may at worst have to be P (the- original
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probability) multiplied by 1/(1 — Ijp) for every such prime factor. By
Landau's theorem above, the average number of prime factors is of
order loggw; the maximum number of such factors can obviously not
exceed log njlog^ n. Thus P would at most have to be muhiplied by

where logg n < 1 («) < log n. The supply of primes which
cause deletion, being of order -i/w/log n, is not materially depleted, so
that the argument may be repeated for further numbers found com
posite. On the other hand, if the known integer be a prime, Ihe prob
ability for the rest is not thereby affected in Ihe same interval, for
deletion is caused only by primes < -^/n, approximately. Thus any
modification of P is an infinitesimal of higher order, which justifies
passage to the limit on the basis of independence in probability among
the 'first survivors' within the interval. This is also supported by
known sieve theorems (Prachar,"* Chap. IT). Parallel arguments hold
a fortiori for independence between intervals. As has been shown
above, the number of these survivors tends to infinity wilh n, P tend
ing reciprocally to zero, while the expectation is u. It follows' that
the limiting distribution is Poissonian provided there are an unboundedly
increasing number of disjoint intervals in the range and £{tt (A)}
over the separate ranges as ,n oo. These conditions are met by taking
N = tfi, though smaller exponents will do as well.^ The distribution
therefore approximates rapidly to the frequencies /n, p^j2-•
for 77 (A) = 0, 1, 2 - ••. - If, instead of a fixed length fx, we allowed a
uniform distribution over (0, /j) for the length, simple integration would
yield the asymptotic frequency for k primes as (1 — e-i^s^ln, where
is the sum of the first /c + 1 terms in the Maclaurin expansion of e''.
The mean is now M/2, and the variance becomes (njl + the
second term being the "Sheppard's correction for grouping" familiar
to statisticians.

For any finite number of consecutive AT-ranges and fixed /x, the
distribution is the weighted average of the component distributions
over each range, with the number of /x-intervals in the range as weight.
The whole line being thus progressively covered, this amounts to sum-
mability by a regular Toeplitz matrix, of the sequence of range-dis
tributions. Therefore, the distribution over the whole line is the same
as the asymptotic distribution over the 'H-range, namely, Poissonian with
mean and variance /x. The:"other distribution derived naturally holds
over the complete real line also. The Poisson distribution being valid
for any /x, grouping consecutive intervals together k at a. time (every
interval belonging to one and only one such grouping) again gives a
Poisson distribution with parameter kfi. With uniform distribution
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of interval length over (0, /^) the mean and variance of primes will be
\kiJL and k{fi jl respectively; in our special case, k and 4/c/3.
Thus, the v {d) in consecutive intervals (of a complete covering) grouped
together add like independent random variables. Q.E.D.

The distribution itself is less important than the existence of a
non-singular distribution. Each individual 7r(</y) has also some fre
quency distribution for fixed index v, which obviously tends to the
distribution over a complete covering as the index increases beyond
limit.

A more number-theoretic proof of this fundamental lemma would
run as follows: Brun's sieve theorem extends {note A, p. 52, th. 4,7)
to: The number ofprimes p< ISl for, which p + bi,/) + b,, •• •,p
0 < bi b^ < • • •, b„ are also primes is less than cMlSillog'+^ N, where
M<I7(1 — l/p)~^ taken over allprimes dividing I7bj77(b, — b^) > 0.
Let p,p + bi be restricted to lie within a single covering interval of
length h^ ft log N. By the theorem of Mertens, M < a' log' h, where
a is a constant. The bi can be chosen at will provided there is no
a priori restriction to prevent p + bi being a prime; e.g., b^ must be even
for p > 2. This means precisely that every p + bi must be a 'first
survivor'. If R be the number of choices for any b^, R < Bhjlog h.
This follows in the sense of unit limiting probability from the preceding
paragraphs, while it is known from purely number-theoretic considera
tions that no interval of length / can contain more than Dfjlogf
primes, D constant. The whole set of b's may be specified in
R\l(R —r)\ r\ different ways. The number of covering intervals
being Njh, the relative frequency of intervals covering r + 1 primes
cannot exceed the binomial coefiicient above, multiplied by CM/log''N.
Therefore, ultimately, the frequency of intervals having r + 1 ^ 2
primes cannot exceed Ab'irl (A, b const.). This suffices to prove the
existence of the second and higher moments, but Ihe vital Poisson
distribution would require furlher refinement of the sieve, or probability
arguments.

2. The series (2) is now written as the difference of the two
stochastic series, whose convergence is to be considered separately:

(2.1)
Aj, Xp Z

Theorem 2.1. The series Sy{A^— 1) . logx^jx/ converges with
unit probability for (t > i and. zero probability for a < -J-.

5
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" Proof-. Step 1.—There exists a critical value o-o of the exponent a
such that the convergence probabilities for the series under considera
tion are P = 0 for a < and P > 0 for o- > For, if any series
with a specific choice of d converge for a given a, it necessarily converges
for all greater values of <?; if it diverge, then divergence follows for
all lesser values of the exponent. This is a consequence of standard
results in the theory^ of infinite series, noting that the coefficients out
side the brackets are ultimately monotonically decreasing and positive.
Thus, if the convergence probability be zero for any exponent, it cannot
be positive for any lesser value of o-. This enables a Dedekind section
to be defined for Ihe values of a, between the zero and the non-zero
probability ranges.

Step 2.—The convergence exponent is Ihe same when ]ogxJx/
is replaced by log in the coefficients. To prove this, we note lhat
by lemma 1.1, an arbitrarily small 6>0 may be chosen, with two
suitable sets of positive constants a, b\ d, b such that iogx^/x/ is
bracketed between a . log Iv'̂ '̂ ^ and d . log Moreover, the
probability Py for each bracketing is such that IIP,, converges. Con
versely, a similar bracketing of log vjv" by corresponding terms in
is also obviously possible. [In each case, the log terms in the factors
may be ignored, as ]og'̂ z = 0(2«) for every k and every posiiive e.]
It follows that if (7 < CTo in the x-series, the convergence probability
cannot be positive for the v-series with the same exponent; similarly
for £7 > Oq,

Step 3.—Lemma K applies to the series — .log v/A
The term means are all zero; the variances are log^ vj'iv'̂ ". The critical
exponent for the v-series, and therefore the x-series also is thus a =
Firially, the convergence probability for the x-series with a > is at
least nPi,. Inasmuch as x, > 2, the contribution from any finite
number of initial terms remains finite, .regardless of probability con
siderations, and the terms may be omitted without affecting convergence.
However, the omission of the corresponding terms in UP^ brings the
probability arbitrarily near to unity. Hence, the probability of con
vergence for a > \ must be unity even for the x-series. This com
pletes the proof, though it suffices for our ultimate purpose that P > 0
for (j>i.

Theorem 2.2.^ -The series [-n (d^) - 1] . logx,/x,^ has likewise
P > 0 for convergence when o- > ^.
; . The ..existence of a-critical exponent which coincides with

that of the comparison series Z„[tt {d^) —I] . log ;is proved as
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in the preceding theorem, so that we may deal only with the latter
series.

Lemma 1.2 shows that for almost every cornplete covering -n (</) ;— 1
has a zero mean {over the covering, not for fixed index v) .and finite
variance. Therefore, with probability arbitrarily close to unity,
V{TT{d)]< A^ over complete coverings for suitably large A. The sum
of any m terms Tr(d) - 1 taken at random from the same covering would
be less than A.t.\/m in absolute value, with P > 1 — Take non-
overlapping consecutive blocks of m — 2'' consecutive terms of the
covering, with k = 2, 3,• • • and the understanding that an arbitrary
number of initial terms of the series may eventually be omitted at need.
•The first subscript v in each block will be equal to the total number, of
terms in that block. By Abel's lemma^ and taking t = k, the sum of
the terms in the comparison series corresponding to the /c-th block will
be less absolutely than Ak^og 2/2*=-^ (where e = o —-J- > 0) with
probability P,. >1 —l/fc^ Hence the series has a convergence
probability not less than Pq/TPj >0.

Choice of consecutive instead of completely random intervals
does not vitiate the, result. For, the existence of a distribution for
w(</) was proved as for consecutive intervals; and the selection is
uninfluenced at any stage by the actual prime content of any intervals
or blocks. In fact, it is known^ that if m consecutive intervals together
cover a stretch of magnitude y<= for any c > 38/61, then the (stochastic)
block sum under consideration is 0 {2m) as j oo, without any prob
ability condition or exceptional set of integers. This is stronger
than what is demanded or yielded by probability considerations. That
is, the values assumed by sums of •7r(</) — 1 for sufl!5ciently great block
lengths cannot be more extreme for consecutive covering intervals
than with random choice. Lemma 1.1 says, however, that every
block length will be of order arbitrarily close to y with a compound
probability given by an infinite product that converges to some P* > 0:
Thus the inequalities can be strengthened, with a convergence prob-
abihty at the worst multiplied by another factor P*. The critical ex
ponent of convergence for the series remains ctq =

Though justified by lemma 1.2, the multiplication of prob
abilities Pj is unnecessary. No matter what Ihe joint proljabilities, the
cMnee for all the grouped sums lying wilhin the absolute limits, given
above for each is not less than 1.—i7(l —P^), or than 1 —I Ilk",
which can be brought arbitrarily close to unity by rejection of enough
initial terms of the series. The grouping of intervals heed ,not be In
geometric progression. It would suffice , to combine f/c
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successive intervals at a time with k= \, 2, • • • and a > 3/(2a — 1).
The process need begin only from some v= vg. Thus far, only the
simple Chebyshov inequality is used, which requires nothing beyond
the existence of a distribution with finite second moment. Use of
the actual distributions found in lemma 1.2, with or without the normal
approximation given by the Cential Limit Theorem, permits still freer
groupings. Q.E.D.

An alternative proof of theorem 2.2 would run as follows. The
correspondence d-^v{d) maps the space of all permissible complete
coveiings into the points of an integral infinite-dimensional lattice
with co-ordinates = v (</,). We take the lattice as right-angled,
and redefine the measure by giving equal weight to every point actually
realized. Suppress a suitably large but finite number of initial dimen
sions altogether. Then, if necessary, trim off just enough peripheral
points to make the centre of gravity (with equal weights) the unit point
(1,1,1,- ••)• This can always.be done with an arbitrarily small measure
of deletion because almost every realizable point of the lattice has
{xi +x^+ ••• + and a limiting distribution, (in the old
measure) is approached by all X; with large i which is also the distri
bution over the successive x-co-ordinate values of almost every point.
What is left may be further restricted to almost all lattice points of an
infinite-dimensional hypercube (with unequal indefinitely increasing
sides), of the same centre of gravity, and with a rectangular section
in any finite number of dimensions. For, if Xj = a is realizable, then
so is every value 0<Xi<fl, by contraction of interval length.

The new measure is defined over this lattice hypercube as the pro
portion of points lying in any included region to be measured. The ,
total measure of the hypercube is unity, with an induced measure over
every subspace which is defined as the relative number of points in
the lattice hypercube lying in the cylinder with a region of the subspace
as base and sides extended over the entire ortho-complement. Then
the measure over the product-space is the product of the component
measures. This change of probability-measure amounts to the inte
gration of a positive weight function. It suffices for our purpose that
no set of measure unity in the new lattice measure is of measure zero
in the original measure. In the lattice measure, the variates w(d^)
become independent in probability; each has a unit mean because of
the centre of gravity chosen, and the variance can never be greater
than 2.1og^>', whatever the actual distribution. Therefore, lemma
K becomes immediately applicable, and the comparison series con-
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verges with uniform lattice measure one for every o > ^; hence the
original series with P > 0 in the previous measure.

Theorem 2,3. The difference between the series (2) and (1) may
he resolved into the following series and sequences, each of which con
verges with unit probability for cr > 0:

z:
id,- [rf.]) .

V

TT {d^.dy (cr.log Xy — ]) —a.dy (dy + 1) .
I yi)/

(2.3)
x/

Proof.—The first of these is due to there being [d] and not d integers
in d. Now not only d— [</] but the sum of any number of such
differences for consecutive non-overlapping intervals d, ranges by
definition belween — 1 and + 1 without reaching either extreme. By
Abel's lemma, the series will converge provided monotonically,
for which the probability is unity. Terms of the second series may
be compared with log^ and so it also converges with P= 1
for o- > 0. The two sequences are due to the partial sums of (1)
and (2) not necessarily terminating at the same place; both obviously
converge with P = 1 for o- > 0. Q.E.D.

The three auxiliary theorems lead immediately to;

Theorem 2.4. The series (1) converges for cr>^.

Proof.—The series (I) converges if and only if (2) and (2.3) con
verge for at least one choice of consecutive non-overlapping intervals
d. If no such choice exists, the joint probability for the simultaneous
convergence of all the stochastic series and sequences in (2) and (2.3)
would have to be zero. But the joint probability is positive (in fact
arbitrarily close to unity). Q.E.D.

3. The function ^ (s) is defined for a complex variable s —a +(Y
with o', t real, for the half-plane o- > 1 by

OO

1

Both the series and the infinite product converge for cr > 1. The
function ^{s) thus defined by the series and its analytic continuation
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has no singularity in the entire finite plane except for the simple pole
with unit residue ]/(j —1), as is well known.

The zeta-function obeys the functional equation^:

1(1-^ s) =2^-'7r-^cos(~^ris)l(s). (3.2)
The Riemann hypothesis {RH) is the conjecture that all zeros of

^ (s) not ? = —2, —4, • •• lie on. the vertical line o- = ^. It is easily
seen, directly from the convergence of the infinite product, that no
zero can occur in o- > 1. It is also known from a theorem of G. H.
Hardy that an infinity of zeros lie on the line a = Using the func
tional equation, it would suffice to prove RH if it could be shown that
no zero lies in the critical half-strip 1. To this end, we use a
classical lemma of function theory: Any singularity of an analytic •
F (z), except isolated simple poles with unit residue, and any zero of
F(z) is a singularity o/F (z) + F'(z)/F (z). Only the simple poles-
l/(z— a) cancel out,, but zeros of f(2) now appear as first degree
poles because of the second term, the logarithmic derivative. For
p {s) — I (j), the fact that I (s) has no finite singularly other than the
pole 1/(J— 1) would mean that the singularities of C'
must be due only to the zeros of ^ (j).

Formally, differentiation of the logarithm of the infinite product
in (3.1) gives, using the series expansion log(l — x) = — x - x^jl
- x'l3 : •

U (s) ]ogp , log;? , log;?

The expansion is valid for. cr> 1. For < <7, all the series on
the right except the first are together dominated by 2 2"log
= -- 2^' (2a). Therefore, the discussion by means of ? (j) + (j)/^ (j)
reduces to showing that the Dirichlet series

~Zj=<^ + (3--4)
converges for all o- > •^. But we have already shown that (1), which
is the forin. assumed by (3.4) on the real axis, converges for all (7 > ^.
Hence, by.the known property of such Dirichlet series, (3.4) converges
uniformly in any half-plane to the right of a = h This proves that
^(5) + C(s)l^{s) has no finite singularities for a > ^. Therefore, no
zeros of ^(s) can occur in proving RH',
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•Theorem 3.1. The Riemann zeta-fimction, defined for. a > 1 as
in (3,1), has_ all its non-trivial zeros on the vertical line a —

The corresponding theorem for the Dirichlet £-functions is proved
in analogous fashion. The consequences are well known.®

Possible convergence of (1) on or to the left of o- = would not
affect RH because singularities of f {s)ll{s) occur in any case on the
line (7 =: 1 from the second series on the right in (3.3). Moreover,
the function g (i) = - Z \ogplp' is '2'/^(«) C'l(m)l^ (ns) in a > 0, so
has poles on o- = f Hence (1), the Dirichlet series for l{s) + Q{s),
cannot "converge beyond the critical line.

"The probability approach-allows some conclusions to be'drawn
quickly without the intermediacy of RH. For example, the Poisson
distribution for primes covered by unit-image intervals, and the
famous law of the iterated logarithm allow a probability estimate of
\Tr{k) —li{x)\. This, under the assumption of independence for
primes in the given intervals, would exceed with probability arbitra
rily close to unity, the magnitude (1 —S) -\/2.y.loglogj. The prob^
ability would be arbitrarily close to zero if the —§ be replaced by
-f S. With y r^xllog x, it iS' seen- that the original Littlewood result
is not quite, the best possible.

The zeros of li {x) —n (x) appear as,recurrence times (on the j-scale)
for the equilibrium of a Possion variate. The distance between consecu
tive primes amounts to the 'waiting time' on the >-scale, and has a
distribution given by dP = e"'' dfj.. It follows that for any ^ (n) =
0 (log n) and infinitely many primes p, the separation from the nextprime
will exceed <h (p) log p. Systematic use of the Poisson distribution
would eliminate theorem 2.1 altogether, but would not bring out the
basic fact that theorem 2.2 is independent of any reasonable choice
of covering intervals. Finally, RH may be generalized to Dirichlet
series whose exponents (our log n) form a complete Abelian semi-group
under addition with a basis set of generators, our log;?. But no gene
ralization of RH exists if the product corresponding to il (1 — Ijp")
converges in the half-plane a > 0. This covers the case where the
generator basis is finite, and should explain the negative Bourbaki-
Weil result for Abelian fields.
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